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Shells -great
ake

Hundreds of thousands of cash prizes

IHere's how you play 'Make Money•

Wherever you see the Shell 'Make
Money' sign (see right)-drive
in and get a scaled envelope ,
containing half a 'Make Money' 1

note. There are four values: 10/-. J,
£1, £10, [Ioo. As soon as you 1

;

get a matching pair- left halfand
right ):jalf ofthe same value-and
answer askill-testing question
correctly, you MAKE that amount.
of MONEY there and then!
'Make Money' is fun to play,.and
it's easy to win-so come along, ~
drive in and collect!

EASY TO-PLAY, EASY TO WIN!

oney'game

< •• ',,,

You can win
again and again

Driv~ in and collect.
· And hurryl hurry. before
the money s all won!

MATCB AND WIN"•

MATCJI AND WIN''"

Cut this out for a starter and take
it round to any Shell garage where
you sec Shell's'Make Money'sign!
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